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Loneliness

Loneliness is one of the major problems in our society

in the 21th century. 



“Jam week” Event Details750 students

30 specialists from Shenkar and worldwide

25 lecturers from Shenkar – teams’ leaders

5 lectures

5 organizations

4 preparation days

4 “Merkaha” (Jam) days

3 international groups

2 schools and research centers of Shenkar

1 panel of specialists

1 Miro collaboration environment

Human Centred Design



חשיבה
עיצובית

Design Thinking Methodology



Social Challenges

Loneliness of:

Old-aged people

Covid-19 hospital departments’ staff

mentally challenged people

children with neurological problems

Z-generation



Miro Collaborative Tool



Background

Micro-crowd (MC) based requirements engineering (RE) was 

proposed as a gradual approach to crowd-based RE in order to 

mitigate risks stemming from this approach, such as low 

engagement of the crowd’s individuals 



MCs Coping with Loneliness

Lonliness

MC4



Research Questions

1. How did the MCs perform RE activities while 

practicing the DT methodology?

2. How did the online, structured, collaborative 

tool foster DT in MC RE?



Research method

Case study

Qualitatively analyzed the data gathered on the team's online boards



Results:
MC-based RE in the DT process

Each MC was comprised of 5-6 groups, working with one organization

Each group included 6 teams of 5-6 students each. 

Each team in the MC worked on private Miro boards and came up with a different focus. 















Results:
MCs' DT in online, 
structured, collaborative tool

Present assumptions and biases regarding the social challenge they faced

Summarize each day and plan future work

Map the identified challenges and stakeholders

Listing challenges from the most important challenge and stakeholder to the least ones

Divergent and convergent thinking

Presenting criteria and priorities

Linking associations and features 

Features’ voting 



Results:
Feedbacks

Organizations:

Could learn the students’ assumptions

High impression from the outcome

Students:

Satisfaction from the collaborative process

Importance of the challenge 

Zoom fatigue

Stressed nature of the "Jam week" 



Results:
Shared 
understanding of all MCs

Solutions should manifest:

social connections

family involvement

sharing one's feelings with others

and empower the users with meaningful and enjoyable activities for improving their self-confidence



Parallel MC-Based RE

Several MCs address a challenge

For different stakeholders and from different points of view

Working in parallel

Using a collaborative tool 

Applying human-centered-design methodology 



Research Contribution

✓ DT process facilitated in-depth learning of the various stakeholders

✓ The platform enabled the documentation of the work process

✓ The platform also enabled to share the MCs’ proposed solutions with the stakeholders from

the organizations, who were able to choose their preferred ones

✓ Having multiple MCs working in parallel on the same challenge with different stakeholders

helped to understand the fundamental needs of lonely people

✓ Our findings highlight the important role of a collaboration platform in performing the DT

process, and the contribution of interdisciplinary MCs working in parallel



Research Limitation and 
Future Research

Limitation:

✓ A single execution of multidisciplinary developers MCs practicing RE

Future Research

✓ Studying additional educational settings in facilitating this educational agenda and

developers MCs RE

✓ Examining MCs RE in business settings that can involve developers' MCs, where each

copes with different stakeholders

✓ Focus on different ways in which such MCs are formed and combined to a large crowd



Thank you!

Q&A

Meira Levy lmeira@shenkar.ac.il

Irit Hadar hadari@is.haifa.ac.il

Assaf Krebs assaf.krebs@shenkar.ac.il

Idit Barak iditbarak@shenkar.ac.il
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